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• First	direct	detection	of	Gravitational	Waves	

• First	direct	observation	of	a	black	hole	

• First	observation	of	a	black	hole	binary	

The	Discovery
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Einstein:	gravity	=	curved	spacetime
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Accelerating	Mass:	Gravitational	Waves
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Accelerating	Mass:	Gravitational	Waves
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Space-time	is	very	stiff!

Wave
medium

elastic modulus	
(Gpa)

rubber 0.1

wood 10

steel 200

diamond 1200

spacetime 1024
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The	Hard	Truth
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The	Challenge

NASA/Swift/Dana	Berry

• Strongest	GW	sources	
are	rapidly	rotating	
dumb-bells	(binaries).

• Maximum	strain	from	a	
neutron-star	binary	
merger	in	a	nearby	
galaxy: 10-21
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The	Challenge

10-21	gravitational	
wave	stretching:

Sun	– Earth	
distance:

size	of	an	atom!

150	million	km
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LIGO	Livingston	Observatory
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LIGO	Hanford	Observatory

The	Challenge:
few	x	10-22 change	in	length	of	a	
LIGO	arm: 10-18 m
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ground	motion:
10-8 m

(1010 × bigger)
thermal	vibrations:

10-12 m
(106 × bigger)

laser	
wavelength:

10-6 m
(1012 × bigger)

gravitational
wave:	10-18m
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CalTech/MIT/LIGOLab CherylVorvik
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LIGO-Hanford	noise	
spectrum



GW150914
§ Mid-September	2015:	final	stages	of	preparation	for	first	
Advanced	LIGO	observing	run	(O1).

§ The	very	last	step	is	a	short	“Engineering	Run,”	during	
which	on	Sept	14	our	online	monitor	recorded	GW150914.

§ We	identified	the	signal	within	3	minutes.
§ We	responded	by	starting	the	data	run	officially,	keeping	all	
settings	fixed	and	ran	for	16	live	days	coincidence	time	
(long	enough	to	assess	background	levels,	etc)

§ We	report	on	that	data,	including	GW150914.
__________________

§ O1	continued	data	taking	until	19	Jan	2016	and	will	report	
on	those	results,	as	soon	as	the	data	analysis	is	complete.	
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14	Sept	2015,	09:50:45	UTC
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GW150914
PRL	116 061102	

Band-passed	data	
(35Hz	- 350	Hz)

Best	fit	
waveforms	
(theoretical	&	
unmodelled)

Residuals

Time-
frequency	
plot
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Binary	merger	search
§ Use	known	waveforms	to	search	

for	binary	signals.
§ Calculate	matched	filter	signal	to	

noise	as	function	of	time	r(t),	
identify	maxima,	and	weight	by	a	
c2 consistency	measure.

§ Require	coincidence	between	
detectors	within	15	msec.

§ Detection	statistic:	quadrature	
sum	of	the	signal	to	noise	in	
each	detector.

§ Background:	Time	shift	by	
multiples	of	0.1	seconds	and	
repeat	search.	
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Statistical	Significance	of	GW150914
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A	Black	Hole	Binary
• Orbital	decay	via	GW	
emission	determined	
by	the	“chirp	mass”

• Total	mass	is	greater	
than	60	M¤.

• Bodies	orbit	until	
centres	are	separated	
by	only	350	km,	
moving	at	half	the	
speed	of	light.
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590 deg2, primarily in the southern hemisphere. The binary merges into a black hole of mass 62+4

�4

M�279

and spin 0.67+0.05
�0.07. This black hole is significantly more massive than any other known in the stellar-mass280

regime.281

PACS numbers: 04.80.Nn, 04.25.dg, 95.85.Sz, 97.80.–d282

Introduction— In [1] we reported the detection283

of gravitational waves (GWs), observed on Septem-284

ber 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC by the twin instruments of285

the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory286

(LIGO) located at Hanford, Washington, and Livingston,287

Louisiana, in the USA [2, 3]. The transient signal, named288

GW150914, was detected with a false-alarm-probability of289

< 2 ⇥ 10�7 and has been associated with the merger of a290

binary system of black holes (BHs).291

Here we discuss the properties of this source and its in-292

ferred parameters. The results are based on a complete293

analysis of the data surrounding this event. The only in-294

formation from the search-stage is the time of arrival of295

the signal. Crucially, this analysis differs from the search296

in three fundamental ways: it is coherent across the LIGO297

network, it uses waveform models that include the full rich-298

ness of the physics introduced by BH spins, and it cov-299

ers the full multidimensional parameter space of the con-300

sidered models with a fine (stochastic) sampling; we also301

account for uncertainty in the calibration of the measured302

strain.303

In general relativity, two bodies in orbit slowly spiral to-304

gether due to the loss of energy and momentum through305

gravitational radiation [4, 5]. This is in contrast to New-306

tonian gravity where bodies can follow closed, elliptical307

orbits [6, 7]. As the binary shrinks, the frequency and am-308

plitude of the emitted GWs increase. Eventually the two309

objects merge. If these bodies are BHs, they form a single310

perturbed BH that settles down in its final state by radiating311

GWs at constant frequency with amplitude damped over a312

few cycles [8, 9].313

An isolated BH is described by only its mass and spin,314

since we expect the electric charge of astrophysical BHs to315

be negligible [10–13]. Merging binary black holes (BBHs)316

are therefore relatively simple systems. The two BHs are317

described by eight intrinsic parameters: the masses m
1,2318

and spins S
1,2 (magnitude and orientation) of the individ-319

ual BHs. For a BH of mass m, the spin can be at most320

Gm2/c; hence it is conventional to quote the spin magni-321

tude a = c|S|/(Gm2)  1. Nine additional parameters322

are needed to fully describe the binary: the location (lu-323

minosity distance D
L

, right ascension ↵ and declination324

�); orientation (the binary’s orbital inclination ◆ and polar-325

ization  ); time t
c

and phase �
c

of coalescence, and the326

eccentricity (two parameters) of the system.327

Radiation reaction is efficient in circularising orbits [14]328

before the signal enters the sensitivity band of the instru-329

ments. In our analysis, we assume circular orbits (we there-330

fore do not include the eccentricity parameters), and we331

find no evidence for residual eccentricity, see the Discus-332

sion and [15]. Under the approximation of circular orbit,333

dominant emission from the binary occurs at twice the or-334

bital frequency [16]335

The gravitational waveform observed for GW150914336

comprises of order of 10 cycles during the inspiral phase337

from where it enters LIGO’s sensitive band at 20 Hz, fol-338

lowed by the merger and ringdown. The properties of the339

binary affect the phase and amplitude evolution of the reg-340

istered signal, leaving fingerprints that can be exploited to341

measure the source parameters.342

Here we briefly summarise these signatures, and provide343

an insight into our ability to characterise the properties of344

GW150914 before we present the details of the Results; for345

methodological studies, we refer the reader to [17–21] and346

references therein.347

In general relativity, gravitational radiation is fully de-348

scribed by two independent, and time-dependent polariza-349

tions, h
+

and h⇥. Each instrument k measures the strain350

hk = F
(+)

k h
+

+ F
(⇥)

k h⇥ , (1)

a linear combination of the polarisations weighted by the
antenna beam patterns F (+,⇥)

k (↵, �, ), which in turn de-
pend on the source location in the sky and the polarisation
of the waves [22]. During the inspiral and at the leading
order, the GW polarizations can be expressed as

h
+

(t) = A
GW

(t)
�
1 + cos2 ◆

�
cos�

GW

(t) , (2a)
h⇥(t) = �2A

GW

(t) cos ◆ sin�
GW

(t) , (2b)

where A
GW

(t) and �
GW

(t) are the GW amplitude and351

phase, respectively. For a binary viewed face-on, GWs are352

circularly polarized, whereas for a binary observed edge-353

on, GWs are linearly polarized.354

During the inspiral, the phase evolution355

�
GW

(t;m
1,2,S1,2) can be computed using post-356

Newtonian (PN) theory, which is a perturbative expansion357

in powers of the orbital velocity v/c [23]. For GW150914,358

v/c is in the range ⇡ 0.2–0.5 in the LIGO sensitivity359

band. At the leading order, the phase evolution is driven360

by a particular combination of the two masses, commonly361

called the chirp mass [24],362

M =
(m

1

m
2

)3/5

M 1/5
' c3

G


5

96
⇡�8/3f�11/3ḟ

�
3/5

, (3)

where f is the GW frequency, ḟ is its time derivative and363

M = m
1

+ m
2

is the total mass. Additional parameters364

enter at each of the following PN orders. First, the mass365

ratio, q = m
2

/m
1

 1, and the BH spin components par-366

allel to the orbital angular momentum vector L affect the367
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Black	Hole	Masses
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Black	Hole	Spins
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Final	Black	Hole	Spin	&	Mass
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Distance	&	Inclination
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Total	energy	emitted:		3 M¤

Peak	luminosity:											200	M¤/s (3.6	x	1056	erg/s).	
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Testing	General	Relativity
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Compton	Wavelength	of	the	Graviton
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double-pulsar bounds are significantly less informative than
GW150914, except at 0PN order, where the double-pulsar
bound is better thanks to the long observation time (⇠ 10 years
against ⇠ 0.4 s for GW150914).6 Thus, GW150914 allows us
for the first time to constrain the coe�cients in the PN series
of the phasing up to 3.5PN order.

Furthermore, in Table I and Fig. 7 we summarize the
constraints on each testing parameter �'̂i for the single and
multiple-parameter analyses. In particular, in the 6th and 7th

columns of Table I we list the quantile at which the GR value
of zero is found within the marginalized one-dimensional pos-
terior. We note that in the single-parameter analysis, for sev-
eral parameters, the GR value is found at quantiles close to an
equivalent of 2–2.5�, i.e., close to the tails of their posterior
probability functions. It is not surprising that this should hap-
pen for the majority of the early-inspiral parameters since we
find that these parameters have a substantial degree of correla-
tion. Thus, if a particular noise realization causes the posterior
distribution of one parameter to be o↵-centered with respect to
zero, we expect that the posteriors of all the other parameters
will also be o↵-centered. This is indeed what we observe. The
medians of the early-inspiral single-parameter posteriors re-
ported in Table I show opposite sign shifts that follow closely
the sign pattern found in the PN series.

We repeated our single-parameter analysis on 20 datasets
obtained by adding NR waveforms with GW150914-like pa-
rameters to noise-only data segments close to GW150914. In
one instance, we observed �'̂i posterior distribution very sim-
ilar to those of Table I and Fig. 7. Thus, it is not unlikely
that instrumental noise fluctuations would cause the degree
of apparent deviation from GR found to occur in the single-
parameter quantiles for GW150914, even in the absence of an
actual deviation from GR. However, we cannot fully exclude
a systematic origin from inaccuracies or even missing physics
in our waveform models. Future observations will shed light
on this aspect.

In the multiple-parameter analysis, which accounts for cor-
relations between parameters, the GR value is usually found to
be very close to the median of the marginalized distributions.
This is partly due to the fact that we are not sensitive to most
of the early-inspiral parameters, with the exception of the 0PN
and 0.5PN coe�cients. As for the intermediate and merger–
ringdown parameters, since most of the SNR for GW150914
comes from the high-frequency portion of the observed signal,
we find that the constraints on those coe�cients are very ro-
bust and essentially independent of the analysis configuration
chosen, single or multiple.

Finally, the last two columns of Table I report the logarithm
of the ratio of the marginal likelihoods (the logarithm of the
Bayes factor log10 BGR

model) as a measure of the relative good-

6 We note that when computing the upper bounds with the binary-pulsar ob-
servations, we include the e↵ect of eccentricity only in the 0PN parameter.
For the higher PN parameters, the e↵ect is not essential considering that
the bounds are not very tight.
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FIG. 8. Cumulative posterior probability distribution for �g (black
curve) and exclusion regions for the graviton Compton wavelength
�g from GW150914. The shaded areas show exclusion regions from
the double pulsar observations (turquoise), the static Solar System
bound (orange) and the 90% (crimson) region from GW150914.

ness of fit between the IMRPhenom and gIMR models (see
Ref. [3] and references therein). If log10 BGR

model < 0 (> 0) then
GR fits the data worse (better) than the competing model. The
uncertainty over log10 BGR

model is estimated by running several
independent instances of LALInference. The log10 BGR

model val-
ues shown in Table I corroborate our finding that GW150914
provides no evidence in favor of the hypothesis that GR is vi-
olated.7

Constraining the graviton Compton wavelength. Since
the 1970s, there have been attempts to construct theories of
gravity mediated by a graviton with a non-zero mass. Those
attempts have led to conceptual di�culties; some of these
have been addressed, circumvented, or overcome, but others
remain open (see Ref. [88] and references therein). Here, we
take a phenomenological approach and consider a hypotheti-
cal massive-graviton theory in which, due to a modification of
the dispersion relation, GWs travel at a speed di↵erent from
the speed of light.

In GR, gravitons are massless and travel at the speed of
light vg = c. In a hypothetical massive-graviton theory the
dispersion relation can be modified to E2 = p2c2 + m2

gc4,
where E is the graviton energy, p the momentum, and mg
is the graviton rest mass, related to the graviton’s Comp-

7 Because of the normalization of the prior probability distributions, the
Bayes factors include a penalty factor – the so-called Occam factor – for
models that have more parameters. The wider the prior range for the ad-
ditional parameters, the more severe the penalization. Therefore, di↵erent
choices for � p̂i would lead to di↵erent numerical values of log10 BGR

model.
To fully establish the significance of the Bayes factors, validation stud-
ies [83, 84] would be necessary and will be presented in forthcoming stud-
ies.
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ton wavelength by �g = h/(mgc) with h the Planck con-
stant. Thus, we have v2g/c2 ⌘ c2 p2/E2 = 1 � h2c2/(�2

gE2),
and the massive graviton propagates at an energy (or fre-
quency) dependent speed. In such a massive-graviton theory
the Newtonian potential is altered by a Yukawa-type correc-
tion: '(r) = (GM/r)[1 � exp(�r/�g)].

Existing bounds on �g that do not probe the propagation
of gravitational interactions (i.e., the so-called static bounds)
come from Solar System observations [89, 90], model-
dependent large-scale dynamics of galactic clusters [91] and
model-dependent weak lensing observations [92], and are
2.8 ⇥ 1012 km, 6.2 ⇥ 1019 km and 1.8 ⇥ 1022 km, respectively.
The only dynamical bound to date comes from binary-pulsar
observations [93] and it is �g > 1.6⇥1010 km. If the Compton
wavelength of gravitons is finite, then lower frequencies prop-
agate slower compared to higher frequencies, and this dis-
persion of the waves can be incorporated in the gravitational
phasing from a coalescing binary. In particular, neglecting all
possible e↵ects on the binary dynamics that could be intro-
duced by the massive graviton theory, Ref. [90] found that the
phase term �MG( f ) = �(⇡Dc)/[�2

g(1 + z) f ] (formally a 1PN
order term) should be added to the overall GW phase. In this
expression, z is the cosmological redshift and D is a cosmo-
logical distance defined in Eq. (2.5) of Ref. [90].

GW150914 allows us to search for evidence of dispersion
as the signal propagated toward the Earth. We perform the
analysis by explicitly including the formally 1PN-order term
above [90, 94] in the EOBNR and IMRPhenom GW phases
and treating �g as an additional, independent parameter [95].
We assume a standard ⇤CDM cosmology [96] and a uniform
prior probability on the graviton mass mg 2 [10�26, 10�16]
eV/c2, thus the prior on �g is / 1/�2

g. In Fig. 8 we show
the cumulative posterior probability distribution for �g ob-
tained from combining the results of the two waveform mod-
els (EOBNR and IMRPhenom) following the procedure out-
lined in Ref. [3]. We find no evidence for a finite value of
�g, and we derive a dynamical lower bound �g < 1013 km
at 90% confidence, which corresponds to a graviton mass
mg  1.2 ⇥ 10�22 eV/c2. This bound is approximately a factor
of three better than the current Solar-System bound [89, 90],
and ⇠ three orders of magnitude better than the bound from
binary-pulsar observations [93], but it is less constraining than
model-dependent bounds coming from the large-scale dynam-
ics of galactic clusters [91], weak gravitational-lensing obser-
vations [92], and the non-observation of superradiant in-
stability in supermassive black holes [97].

No constraint on non-GR polarization states. GR predicts
the existence of two transverse traceless tensor polarizations
for GWs. More general metric theories of gravitation al-
low for up to four additional polarization states: a transverse
scalar mode and three longitudinal modes [13, 98]. Because
the Hanford and Livingston LIGO instruments have sim-
ilar orientations, they are sensitive to a very similar linear
combination of the GW polarizations, so it is di�cult to
distinguish between the GR and non-GR states.

As an illustration, we use the BayesWave GW-transient

analysis algorithm [51] to reconstruct the GW150914 wave-
form, assuming the simplest case in which the signal consists
entirely of the transverse scalar (breathing) mode. We com-
pare the reconstructed waveforms for the pure scalar-mode
and GR models, and find the Bayes factor between the two
hypotheses to be statistically consistent, the only notable dif-
ference being the reconstructed sky locations. The latter re-
flects the di↵erent response of the detector network to the
tensor components compared to the purely scalar mode.

This test is only meant to illustrate the insensitivity of
the GW150914 data to polarization states, and it does
not imply that we treat GR and scalar-tensor theories
on equal footing. Other evidence points to the validity
of GR; particularly so the binary pulsars, which would
have a di↵erent orbital decay rate if scalar radiation dom-
inated [12]. Furthermore, this result is not in contradic-
tion with the comprehensive parameter-estimation stud-
ies of GW150914 [3], which model only the transverse
traceless GR polarizations. A larger network including
detectors with di↵erent orientations, such as Advanced
Virgo [99], KAGRA [100], or LIGO-India [101], will be
required to directly measure the polarization states of sig-
nals like GW160914, at least in the context of unmodeled
GW-signal reconstruction.

Outlook. The observation of GW150914 has given us the
opportunity to perform quantitative tests of the genuinely
strong-field dynamics of GR. We investigated the nature of
GW150914 by performing a series of tests devised to detect
inconsistencies with the predictions of GR. With the excep-
tion of the graviton Compton wavelength and the test for the
presence of a non-GR polarization, we did not perform any
study aimed at constraining parameters that might arise from
specific alternative theories [13, 14, 86], such as Einstein-
æther theory [102] and dynamical Chern–Simons [103], or
from compact-object binaries composed of exotic objects such
as boson stars [104] or gravastars [105]. Studies of this
kind are not possible yet, since we lack predictions for what
the inspiral–merger–ringdown GW signal should look like in
those cases. We hope that the observation of GW150914 will
boost the development of such models in the near future.

In future work we will also attempt to measure more than
one damped sinusoid from the data after GW150914’s peak,
thus extracting the QNMs and inferring the final black hole’s
mass and spin. We will, thus, be able to test the no-hair
theorem [65, 66] and the second law of black-hole dynam-
ics [70, 71]. However, signals louder than GW150914 might
be needed to achieve these goals. GR predicts the existence
of only two transverse polarizations for GWs. We plan to
investigate whether an extended detector network will allow
the measurement of non-transverse components [13] in fur-
ther GW signals.

The constraints provided by GW150914 on deviations from
GR are unprecedented due to the nature of the source, but they
do not reach high precision for some types of deviation, par-
ticularly those a↵ecting the inspiral regime. A much higher
SNR and longer signals are necessary for more stringent tests.
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What	Next?
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Images:	R.	Powell,	The	Atlas	of	The	Universe,	
http://www.anzwers.org/free/universe/index.html

100	million	
light	years

2020:	650	Mly

now:	230	Mly
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Expanded	Detector	Network
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“Einstein	Telescope” (2030s)
underground	cryogenic	detector	in	Europe
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Interferometers	in	Space:	eLISA
(ESA	“L3”	mission,	launch	2034)
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Super-Massive	BH	Mergers
(z ≈	20,	104-107 Mo)

40

NGC6240,	Hasinger et	al.
Hubble/Chandra
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Supermassive	Black-Holes
image:	NASA	/	eLISA;	sound:	S.	Hughes
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LISA	PathFinder
• Launched	Dec	2015.	
• Tests	key	technologies	 for	

eLISA (drag-free	 tracking,	
optical	technology).

• Also	possibility	to	test	
MOND	via	mission	
extension.

• Press	conference	on				
June	15.
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GW150914	Papers
• Phys.	Rev.	Lett.	116,	061102	(2016)	

Observation	of	Gravitational	Waves	from	a	
Binary	Black	Hole	Merger

• ApJL,	818,	L22,	2016	Astrophysical	
Implications	of	the	Binary	Black-Hole	Merger	
GW150914

• 1602.03841	Tests	of	general	relativity	with	
GW150914

• 1602.03840	Properties	of	the	binary	black	
hole	merger	GW150914

• 1602.03839	GW150914:	First	results	from	
the	search	for	binary	black	hole	coalescence	
with	Advanced	LIGO

• 1602.03842	The	Rate	of	Binary	Black	Hole	
Mergers	Inferred	from	Advanced	LIGO	
Observations	Surrounding	 GW150914

• 1602.03847	GW150914:	Implications	for	the	
stochastic	gravitational-wave	background	
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